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Abstract—Simultaneous lightwave information and power
transfer (SLIPT) has been regarded as one of the enabling technolo-
gies to enhance the battery-life and data-rate for mobile electronics
in the Internet of things (IoT). The existing SLIPT schemes face
the challenge of achieving narrow beam transmission and mobile
receiver positioning simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a
simultaneous mobile information and power transfer (SMIPT)
approach using the energy-concentrated resonant beam, which
can realize self-alignment with the mobile receiver. To reveal the
mobility mechanism of SMIPT, we present a geometric model
of the mobile transmission channel and an analytical model of
mobile energy and information transfer. Refraction is ignored in the
geometric model and Fresnel/paraxial approximations are adopted
in the above analytical model. Numerical evaluation illustrates that
the exemplary SMIPT system can deliver 5 W charging power and
enable 9.5 bps/Hz spectral efficiency with the moving range of 40-
degree field of view (FOV) over 3 m distance. Thus, SMIPT exhibits
a viable solution of simultaneous narrow beam transmission and
mobile receiver positioning for high-power and high-rate SLIPT.

Index Terms—Simultaneous mobile information and power
transfer, wireless power transfer, mobility and self-alignment,
retro-reflective resonator.

I. INTRODUCTION

N EXT-GENERATION networks are expected to support
the significant growth of energy consumption and data

transmission for billions of wireless devices due to the advance-
ment of the IoT, where simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT) appeals as one of the enablers [1].
However, due to the growing spectrum crisis, the SLIPT based
on visible/infrared light has become a potential alternative to
SWIPT based on radio frequency (RF) signals [2], [3]. The
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Fig. 1. SMIPT application scenario.

SLIPT has two classes: 1) omni-directional SLIPT generally
with an LED transmitter sacrifices transmission efficiency for
wide coverage [4]–[8], thus the deliverable power is usually at
mW level, limiting the application scenarios; and 2) directional
SLIPT based on lasers faces the challenge of mobile receiver
positioning using the narrow electromagnetic beam [9], [10],
then the mechanical alignment is required with a high-power
transfer, increasing the practical difficulties. Thus, the conflict
between narrow beam transmission and mobile receiver posi-
tioning is the dilemma for SLIPT system design. In this paper, we
present an SMIPT approach using the resonant beam to deal with
the above issue. The SMIPT is capable of offering multi-Watt
power and high-efficiency data transfer to mobile devices with
self-alignment capability in a room-size environment as in Fig. 1.

The SMIPT relies on the resonant beam system (RBS) for
information and energy transfer. RBS uses an open-cavity laser
resonator to provide high-efficiency SLIPT [11]–[13]. In the
RBS, a transmitter consists of a high-reflective mirror and a
gain medium, and a receiver consists of an output coupling
mirror and a Photovoltaic (PV) cell. The transmitter and receiver
are spatially separated to form a resonator. The resonant beam
generated within the resonator acts as the energy and informa-
tion carrier. The RBS brings the following advantages: 1) the
resonant beam transmission is energy-concentrated similar to
directional SLIPT; and 2) the resonant beam ceases immediately
and automatically in case of foreign object invasion, which leads
to the unique safety feature [14]. Therefore, the SMIPT inherits
the features of RBS, in terms of high-power energy-concentrated
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beam transmission over the air, with the premise of guaranteeing
safety.

As in Fig. 1, retro-reflector can reflect the incident beam from
arbitrary direction back parallel to the original direction, and the
typical structures are corner cube reflector (CCR) [15], [16], cat’s
eye [17], etc. Adopting retro-reflectors at both ends of the spa-
tially separated resonator enables SMIPT with self-alignment
capability. As a result, energy-concentrated resonant beam can
be sent to the mobile receiver even if it changes the position
within the coverage of SMIPT.

The mobility of RBS has been discussed in [11]. However,
the mechanism of its self-alignment has not been analyzed and
the quantitative effects on SMIPT performance have not been
well studied. Thus, we investigate here the mobility mechanism
and establish an analytical model of SMIPT.

In this paper, we at first introduce the SMIPT system architec-
ture and build a geometrical model of the mobile transmission
channel. Afterwards, we adopt the resonator mode analysis and
laser output power model to establish the analytical model for
mobile energy transfer. Then, we can obtain the output laser
power under the arbitrary moving status of the remote CCR
inside the receiver. Adopting the PV for energy harvesting
and avalanche photodiode (APD) for information reception, we
finally evaluate the energy and data transfer performance within
the receiver’s moving range. We numerically demonstrate that
the SMIPT system can deliver 5 W wireless charging power and
enable 9.5 bps/Hz spectral efficiency of data transfer simultane-
ously, and allows receivers to move within 3 m and 40-degree
FOV.

The contributions of this manuscript are:
1) The proposed SMIPT can simultaneously achieve high-

power transfer and self-alignment within large FOV, which
overcomes the conflict between narrow beam transmission
and mobile receiver positioning with the existing SLIPT
schemes.

2) We establish a geometric model of mobile transmission
channel in SMIPT, where the self-alignment mechanism
with the receiver’s 6 degrees of freedom for movement
can be revealed.

3) We propose an analytical model of energy and information
transfer, where the moving range (FOV and distance),
charging power, and spectral efficiency can be quantita-
tively evaluated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we propose the SMIPT scheme and describe its architec-
ture and principle. In Section III, we introduce the geometry of a
resonator with two identical CCRs and derive a geometric model
of the mobile transmission channel. Afterwards, we establish
an analytical model of mobile energy and information transfer
in SMIPT and the analysis method of power and data transfer
performance in Section IV. In Section V, we demonstrate the
moving range, the charging power, and the spectral efficiency
through numerical analysis. Finally, we make a conclusion in
Section VI.

To estimate the transmission channel loss of the proposed
system, we use the wave optics method to stimulate the field
transmission and the geometric optics method to analyze the

Fig. 2. SMIPT structure and energy flow.

self-alignment characteristic. It should be stated that the Fres-
nel approximation and paraxial approximation are applied in
calculating the field distribution, and we adopt the method of
determining the Gaussian spot radius to approximate the size of
the beam cross section in the resonator. Besides, the refraction
of optical devices such as CCR is neglected.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As in Fig. 2, we present an exemplary system design to
illustrate the principle and characteristics of the SMIPT ap-
proach. SMIPT system consists of a transmitter and a receiver.
The spatially separated transmitter and receiver jointly form a
laser resonator. The SMIPT system includes the following key
components: i) pump source, ii) gain medium, iii) energy and
data collector, and iv) double-retroreflective resonant cavity.

The transmitter is comprised of a pump source, a gain
medium, and a retro-reflector with 100% reflectivity. Similar
to the RF amplifier, the pump source provides energy for the
gain medium to stimulate light radiation. The gain medium is
usually a thin disk to amplify optical power.

The receiver consists of the energy and data collector and
a retro-reflector. The retro-reflector is partially reflective, e.g.,
80% reflectivity, which acts as an output coupler allowing the
resonant beam to pass through and yielding a laser beam. The
laser beam is split into two streams by an optic power splitter.
One is sent to the PV and the other to the APD for energy
harvesting and information receiving, respectively.

The double-retroreflective resonant cavity enables mobility.
Due to the retroreflective characteristic of the retro-reflector, the
stimulated light can be reflected back and forth within the cavity
even as the two reflectors are not strictly facing each other. If
the light magnification can compensate for the transmission loss
inside the cavity and power output at the output coupler (i.e., the
retro-reflector at the receiver), the stable resonant beam can be
formed.

Overall, the energy flow in SMIPT can be outlined as follows:
i) Pin from pump source is input into the transmitter, contribut-
ing to stimulating resonant beam; ii) resonant beam transfers
within the mobile transmission channel; iii) resonant beam is
output as an extra-cavity beam with Pout; iv) the extra-cavity
beam power output for energy harvesting and data receiving.

To figure out the mobility mechanism of SMIPT, we will at
first present the geometric model of the mobile transmission
channel, which is formed by the double-retroreflective resonant
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Fig. 3. Geometric relationship of the two CCRs.

cavity. Afterwards, we can analyze the SLIPT performance by
establishing the mobile energy and information transfer model
relying on the above energy flow.

III. GEOMETRIC MODEL OF MOBILE TRANSMISSION CHANNEL

Mobile transmission channel of SMIPT system is based on
a double-retroreflective laser resonator. We investigate here a
resonator with two CCRs and a thin-disk gain medium. After
introducing the geometric properties of CCR, we prove that the
double-retroreflective resonator is equivalent to a Fabry-Perot
(FP) resonator, which justifies the mobility of the SMIPT.

A. Architecture and Parameters

As in Fig. 3(a), the resonator consists of two identical circular
CCRs, and a thin-disk gain medium attached to the left CCR.
The parameters of the two CCRs are depicted in Fig. 3(b),
where r is the circular front face radius and h =

√
2r is the

height. Moreover, the size of the gain medium is identical to
the CCR’s front face. The coordinate system is established as in
Fig. 3(c). The origin O is the vertex of the left CCR, and Z-axis
is perpendicular to the left CCR’s front face passing through its
center.

The position of the left CCR is fixed, while the right CCR at
the receiver can be arbitrarily moved with the six degrees of free-
dom. Specifically, the right CCR can be shifted along the X, Y,
and Z axis, resulting in its vertex coordinatesO′(a, b, c)(a, b, c ∈
R, c ≥ 2

√
2r), where R represents the set of real numbers; and

rotated around X, Y, Z axis with angles β1, β2, β3, respectively.
Thus, the movement of the right CCR can be expressed as the
six degrees of freedom (a, b, c, β1, β2, β3).

In Fig. 3 (a), OO′ is the vertex connection of two CCRs,
and the length is L. v is the normal vector on the front face of
the right CCR. Define θ as the pan angle between OO′ and
Z-axis, α as the tilt angle between v and Z-axis, and ϕ as
the rotation angle that the right CCR rotates around v. Their
geometric relationship is depicted as follows according to the
law of cosines in 3-dimension space [18]:

cosα = cosβ1 cosβ2,

ϕ = β3.
(1)

Thus, the six degrees of freedom can be reduced to four,
i.e., (a, b, c, β1, β2, β3) can be represented by (L, θ, α, ϕ),
where L :=

√
a2 + b2 + c2, θ := arccos (c/

√
a2 + b2 + c2),

α := arccos (cosβ1 cosβ2), and ϕ := β3.

Fig. 4. Geometric relationship of incident and reflection rays by a CCR.

B. Geometrical Properties of a Perfect CCR

Geometrical properties of the perfect CCR are considered at
first. The CCR is schematically represented in Fig. 4, and the
refraction of CCR is ignored.

1) Retroreflection: Assume a ray L enters the CCR and in-
tersects the front face at Pi along the direction described by

Si = (l,m, n), (2)

where l,m, n are the direction cosine.L passes through the front
face of CCR and impinges on a reflecting surface in XOZ with
the intersection A′

1. Similarly, the reflected rays intersect the
other two reflecting surfaces at A′

2 and A′
3, respectively. Finally,

the ray after three reflections exits from CCR through Po on the
front face with the directional vector So, where

So = (−l,−m,−n). (3)

Thus, the incident ray is parallel to the outgoing ray after
reflections inside the CCR. The CCR has a retroreflective char-
acteristic.

2) Path Length Inside the CCR: In Fig. 4, the front face of
the CCR is marked as R1. Imagine a reference plane R′

1||R1

that passes through the vertex O. Then extend PiA
′ and PoA

′
3

to intersect plane R′
1 at Qi and Qo. It has been verified that Qi

and Qo are symmetric about O and the following equation has
been verified in [16, Eq. (14)]:

|PiQi|+ |QoPo| = |PiA
′
1|+ |A′

1A
′
2|+ |A′

2A
′
3|+ |A′

3Po| .
(4)

It means that the path length inside the CCR of a ray from
point Pi through A′

1, A′
2, A′

3 to point Po, is equivalent to the ray
passes from Pi through A′

1 to Qi, experiences a displacement
QiQo, and then propagates from Qo through A′

3 to Po. Among
them, QiQo doesn’t contribute to the path length difference. R′

1

can be regarded as an equivalent plane for field calculation [16].
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Fig. 5. The CCR’s active reflecting area.

3) Active Reflecting Area: Fig. 5 depicts the top view of the
CCR shown in Fig. 4 as seen from the front face. In Fig. 5 (a),
a ray that incidents at point P1i will be retroreflected from
point P1o, which is symmetric with P1i about O. And the same
movement happens to point P2i and P2o. For an incident beam
consisting of countless rays, the shape of the retroreflected beam
can be formed by moving each intersection of the ray at the
CCR’s front face to a symmetric position with respect to O. The
shape of the CCR’s front face is defined as the input aperture,
while the shape of the retroreflected beam is called the output
aperture. The overlapping area of the two apertures is called the
active reflecting area of CCR, outside which the light will not
be retroreflected [15].

When the incident beam is at normal incidence to the front face
of CCR, the input aperture coincides with the output aperture.
Otherwise, the center of output aperture will shift toO′ as shown
in Fig. 5 (b). As viewed from the front face, the offset distance
|OO′| between the output and the input aperture is defined as D,
and D can be expressed as [15, Sec. 3]

D = 2h tanσ, (5)

where h =
√
2r and σ is the angle between the incident beam

and the normal vector v.
When D/2 ≥ r, the active reflecting area will reduce to zero.

Then, we can obtain the maximum angle of the beam incidents
on the CCR from (5) as

σmax = arctan(
r

h
) = 35.26◦. (6)

However, as viewed from the incident beam, the distance D
should multiply cosσ [15, Sec 2.6]. Thus, the active reflecting
area for the beam incident at σ can be regarded as the overlap of
two ellipses as shown in Fig. 5 (c). Moreover, for a real CCR, the
edges formed by the intersection of each two reflecting surfaces
cannot reflect beams [19]. In Fig. 5 (d), defining the edge width
as ω, the area between two parallel red lines represents the edge
of a CCR. We establish a coordinate system with the center of the
active reflecting area for the origin O. We adopt the indication
function to depict the reflective area by 1 and non-reflective area

by 0. Then, the boundary function of the CCR’s active reflecting
area depending on the incident angle of the beam is

tσ(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1,
(x+D cosσ/2)2

M
+

y2

N
≤ 1 and

(x−D cosσ/2)2

M
+

y2

N
≤ 1

0,
(x±D cosσ/2)2

M
+

y2

N
≥ 1

0, −
√
3

3
w < y ±

√
3

3
x <

√
3

3
w

0, −w

2
< x <

w

2

, (7)

where M := (r cosσ)2 and N := r2.

C. Equivalency Between Double-Retroreflective Resonator
and Fabry-Perot Resonator

We analyze the situation where the incident angle of the
resonant beam to the right CCR is below the maximum allowable
incident angle of it. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the normal vector
of the right CCR with arbitrary movement can be presented
as v = (v1, v2, v3), where v1 := cosβ2, v2 := cosβ3, v3 :=√
1− cos2 β2 − cos2 β3. The incident angle of the resonant

beam to the right CCR can be defined as the angle between
v = (v1, v2, v3) and beam’s vector in the coordinate system
(a, b, c). Thus, the proof below is based on the following con-
dition according to the geometric relationship [20, page 10, Eq.
(2)]:

arccos (
v1a+ v2b+ v3c√

a2 + b2 + c2
√

v21 + v22 + v23
) < σmax. (8)

1) Optical Axis Determination: A ray L from an arbitrary
direction described by Si(l,m, n), which is excited by the gain
medium between two CCRs enters the left one at Pi, and inter-
sects the equivalent plane of the left CCR at point Qi(xi, yi, 0).
After the internal reflection of the CCR, the outgoing ray Lo

intersects with the equivalent plane at Qo(−xi,−yi, 0). Then
Lo enters the right CCR after passing through the free-space
cavity and intersects with the equivalent plane of the right CCR
at Q′

o(lt− xi,mt− yi, nt), where t = (v1(xi + a) + v2(yi +
b) + v3c)/(v1l + v2m+ v3n). Again after the internal reflec-
tions of the right CCR, the reflected ray travels at Q′

i(2a− lt+
xi, 2b−mt+ yi, 2c− nt), which is symmetric with Q′

o about
O′(a, b, c).

After a round-trip transmission inside the resonator,Lo enters
the left CCR again and intersects with the equivalent plane at
Qi1, which can be depicted as

Qi1

(
2a− 2

lc

n
+ xi, 2b− 2

mc

n
+ yi, 0

)
. (9)

Similarly, we can derive that after k roundtrips, the intersec-
tion point of L and the equivalent plane of the left CCR is

Qik

(
2k(a− lc

n
) + xi, 2k(b− mc

n
) + yi, 0

)
. (10)

In order to keep L retroreflected within the resonator, the
intersection point of the ray should still be within the active
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reflecting area of the left CCR when k → ∞. So in (10), the
following conditions need to be satisfied:

a− lc

n
= 0, b− mc

n
= 0. (11)

Then, we can obtain the following relationship from (11):

O′ × Si = (bn−ma, lc− na, am− lb) = 0, (12)

where O′(a, b, c) represents the vector of OO′. Therefore, any
rays parallel with OO′ can keep being reflected back and forth
in the resonator. Moreover, the pair of retroreflected rays are
symmetric about OO′, which can be regarded as the optical axis
of the resonator with arbitrary movement.

2) Round-Trip Path Length of All Rays Within Resonator:
The following geometric relationships can be derived from (4)
and (12) as

QiQ
′
i ‖ QoQ

′
o ‖ OO′, (13)

|QiQ
′
i|+ |QoQ

′
o| = 2|OO′|. (14)

Therefore, the path length of all rays which form a resonant
beam reflected back and forth during a roundtrip in the res-
onator is 2|OO′|. It means that the resonant beam generated
in the resonator is parallel to and symmetric about the optical
axis, even as the right CCR moves arbitrarily. Therefore, the
double-retroreflective resonator is equivalent to an FP resonator
composed of two plane mirrors perpendicular toOO′. Moreover,
the size of the plane mirror is equal to the active reflecting area
of the CCR.

3) Active Reflecting Areas of Reflectors in FP Resonator:
The movement of the right CCR leads to the change of σ1 and
σ2 that the resonant beam impinges on the left and right CCR,
respectively. Moreover, σ1 and σ2 can be expressed in pan angle
θ and tilt angle α. We discuss the relationship between θ and α
with σ1 and σ2 below.

In Fig. 6, we simplify the 3-dimensional resonator in Fig. 3
to 2-dimension. We denote θ counterclockwise as positive and
clockwise as negative; α counterclockwise as negative and
clockwise as positive. As in Fig. 6, the typical movement of
the right CCR can be summarized as follows:

(a) The right CCR turns counterclockwise around the left
CCR by θ, and tilts clockwise by α. Then, for left CCR
σ1 = θ, and for right CCR σ2 = (θ + α).

(b) The right CCR turns counterclockwise by θ, tilts counter-
clockwise by α, and α > θ. Then, for left CCR σ1 = θ,
and for right CCR σ2 = (−α− θ).

Fig. 6. A two-dimensional simplified model of a resonator with two CCRs.

Fig. 7. The right CCR in the resonator with and without rotation angle ϕ.

(c) The right CCR turns counterclockwise by θ, tilts counter-
clockwise by α, and α < θ. Then, for left CCR σ1 = θ,
and for right CCR σ2 = (θ − (−α)).

(d) The right CCR turns clockwise by θ, and tilts clockwise
by α. Then, for left CCR σ1 = (−θ), and for right CCR
σ2 = (α− (−θ)). The other two cases are σ2 = (−θ −
α) and σ2 = (−θ + (−α)).

In summary, for left CCR, the incident angle of the resonant
beam on it is

σ1 = |θ|, (15)

and for right CCR

σ2 = |θ + α|. (16)

Furthermore, in Fig. 7, as the right CCR rotates around v by
ϕ, the edges of the right CCR rotate by ϕ. Then, we obtain the
expressions of the active reflecting areas at the two ends of the
FP resonator with the right CCR’s movement. For the left CCR,
the active reflecting area can be expressed as (7) when σ = σ1;
and for the right CCR, the expression can be organized as (17)
shown at the bottom of this page. The active reflecting areas are
the essential factors to analyze the energy transfer in the SMIPT
system, which will be discussed in Sec. IV.

tσ2,ϕ(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1,
(x+D cosσ2/2)

2

M
+

y2

N
≤ 1 and

(x−D cosσ2/2)
2

M
+

y2

N
≤ 1

0,
(x+D cosσ2/2)

2

A
+

y2

B
≥ 1 or

(x−D cosσ2/2)
2

M
+

y2

N
≥ 1

0, − w

2 cos (30◦ + ϕ)
< y − tan (30◦ + ϕ)x <

w

2 cos (30◦ + ϕ)

0,
w

2 cos (150◦ + ϕ)
< y − tan (150◦ + ϕ)x < − w

2 cos (150◦ + ϕ)

0,
w

2 cos (90◦ + ϕ)
< y − tan (90◦ + ϕ)x < − w

2 cos (90◦ + ϕ)

. (17)
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IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF MOBILE ENERGY AND

INFORMATION TRANSFER

Obtaining the output power Pout of the SMIPT is the premise
of analyzing its wireless charging power and wireless commu-
nication capability. We can calculate the output power based on
the laser output power model as [21, Eq. (10.7)]:

Pout = AbIS
(1−R)V

1−RV 2 +
√
RV [1/(VSV )− VS ]

×
[
g0�− |ln

√
RV 2

S V
2|
]
,

(18)

where Ab is the overlapping area of resonant beam and gain
medium, Is is the saturated light intensity, g0� represents the
small-signal gain, R is the reflectivity of the output coupler,
and Vs and V depict the loss factors inside the gain medium
and during intra-cavity transmission. Relying on the geometric
model in Sec. III, we employ the resonator mode analysis to
obtain V and Ab. We will specify the details in the following.

A. Power Input to the Transmitter

The power Pin input to the transmitter for pumping the gain
medium is supposed to be converted to Pavail, which denotes
the power at the upper laser level in the medium that is available
in the form of inversion. Pavail ultimately contributes to the
generation of stimulated radiation. This pump process can be
depicted as follow with the excitation efficiency ηexcit [21, Eq.
(9.19)]:

Pavail = ηexcitPin, (19)

wherePin is the input electrical power andηexcit is different with
different pumping methods, such as laser pumping, flashlamp
pumping, electric pumping, etc.

For a thin-disk solid laser, laser pumping is commonly
adopted. The pumping process can be summarized as [21, Ch.
9]: i) the electrical power Pin to the pump laser power with
the pump efficiency ηP ; ii) the pump laser power to the gain
absorption power with the pump light absorption efficiency ηκ;
iii) the absorption power to the power stored in the upper laser
level inside the gain medium Pavail with the quantum defect ηu.
In this case, the excitation efficiency can be expressed as

ηexcit = ηP ηκηu. (20)

For homogeneously broadened lasers, the power transferred
into the upper laser level can also be depicted as [21, Eq. (10.9)]

Pavail = AgISg0�, (21)

where Ag is the cross-sectional area of the gain medium. Thus,
g0� in (18) can be depicted from (19), (20), and (21) as the
following relationship with input power Pin:

g0� =
ηexcitPin

AgIS
. (22)

B. Path Loss in Mobile Transmission Channel

In the mobile transmission channel of SMIPT, the intra-cavity
resonant beam intensity will increase through forward and back-
ward passing the gain medium, and decrease by the diffraction
losses (loss factor V ), scattering, absorption inside the medium

Fig. 8. Illustration of diffraction theory and self-reproducing mode calcula-
tion.

(loss factor VS), and output coupling during a roundtrip. The
diffraction loss is dominant to the path loss during long-range
transmission in SMIPT.

Thus, the loss factor of path loss in the SMIPT system can be
depicted as

V =
|U(x, y)|2

|U1(x1, y1)|2 . (23)

Adopting the left and right CCR’s equivalent planes for field
calculation,U1(x1, y1) andU(x, y) represent the self-consistent
fields (i.e., self-reproducing modes of the resonator) on the
equivalent planes.

We develop the solution for the self-consistent field calcu-
lation based on the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory and
Fox-Li method [22], [23]. As illustrated in Fig. 8 (a), if the
field on the aperture plane is known, the field on the observation
plane after free-space propagation can be calculated. Moreover,
the fields before and after passing through the CCR’s front face
U−(x, y) and U(x, y) have the following relationship [19, Eq.
(1)]:

U(x, y) = t(x, y) · U−(x, y), (24)

where t(x, y) represents the active reflecting area of the CCR,
expressed as (7) and (17).

We adopt Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) method for high-
speed numerical calculation [24]. Double the field transmission
in one propagation as shown in Fig. 8 (b), the self-consistent
integral formula for one roundtrip field transmission can be
derived from (24) and [24, Eq. (10)] as

U(x, y, L) = F−1{F{F−1{F{U(x, y, L) · tσ2,ϕ(x, y)}·
F{h(x1, y1)}} · tσ1(x1, y1)} · F{h(x, y)}}·
tσ2,ϕ(x, y),

(25)
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where F and F−1 denote the Fourier transform and inverse
Fourier transform process, respectively. h(x, y) named as im-
pulse response can be expressed as [24, Eq. (7)]

h(x, y) =
exp(ikL)

iλL
exp

[
ik

2˜L

(
x2 + y2

)]
, (26)

where L is the resonator length, k = 2π/λ is the wave number,
λ is wavelength of resonant beam.

Using Fox-Li method [23], we can finally obtain the
self-consistent field through iterating (25) itr times. As in
Fig. 8 (c), the original field on the right CCR’s equivalent
plane U(x, y, L) = 1. During iterations, the field is gradually
stable and eventually, the self-reproducing mode is formed.
Subsequently, V can be computed.

With the self-reproducing mode, we can also determine the
beam spot size As using the method for determining Gaussian
beam radius. Gaussian beam radius w0 is defined as the radial
distance from the beam center to where the irradiance drops to
1/e2 of the value at the center [25, Sec. 3]. Thus, the beam spot
sizeAs = πw2

0 . Then, the overlapping area of the resonant beam
and gain medium Ab is

Ab = As/ cosσ1. (27)

C. Laser Power Output At the Receiver

Experiencing the loss inside the gain medium, diffraction loss
during transmission, and the output coupling loss, the output
laser powerPout can be extracted fromPavail with the extraction
efficiency ηextr expressed as [21, Eq. (10.11)]

ηextr =
Ab

Ag

(1−R)V

1−RV 2 +
√
RV [1/(VSV )− VS ]

. (28)

The small-signal gain g0� has to exceed the laser threshold so
that the laser oscillation can be established. In our settings, the
laser threshold condition is depicted as [21, Eq. (9.11)]

g0� =
∣∣∣ln(√RVsV

)∣∣∣ . (29)

Thus,Pin is supposed to exceed a certain value so that the laser
can be generated. Finally, (18) can be rewritten as the relation-
ship between input and output electrical power from (22), (28),
and (29) as

Pout = AbIS
(1−R)V

1−RV 2 +
√
RV [1/(VSV )− VS ]

×
[
ηexictPin

AgIS
−
∣∣∣ln(√RVSV

)∣∣∣
]

= ηextr (ηexcitPin − C) ,

(30)

whereC = AgIS | ln(
√
RVsV )|.V andAb can be obtained from

(25) and (27) through the numerical calculation in Section IV.
B. Thus, the energy transfer relationship between Pout and Pin

can be depicted analytically as (30).

D. Energy Harvesting and Data Receiving

As in [5], the output laser power is split into two streams. One
stream is for energy transfer and the other is for communication.
We denote μ as the spilt ratio. Here we use the PV cell to convert
the laser power into electricity for charging batteries, and adopt

Fig. 9. Equivalent Circuit of PV for Energy Harvesting.

the APD for signal receiving. Fig. 9 depicts the basic equivalent
circuit model of PV for energy harvesting. At the maximum
power point, the output current Ipv,o of the PV panel can be
described as [5, Eq. (17)]

Ipv,o = Iph − I0(e
c1(Vpv,o+Ipv,oRs))− Vpv,o + Ipv,oRs

Rsh
,

(31)
where I0 is the reverse saturation current, Rs represents the
additional resistance due to PV’s material properties, Rsh rep-
resents the edge leakage of the PV. c1 = 1/nsnVT with ns the
number of cells inside the PV panel, n the diode ideality factor,
and VT = (KT )/q is the thermal voltage of the diode, with K
the Boltzmanns constant and T the temperature in Kelvin. Iph
depends on the received laser power of the PV, which can be
depicted as

Iph = μρPout, (32)

where ρ is the conversion responsivity factor of PV. Thus, the
output charging power of the PV can be obtained as

Ppv,o = Ipv,oVpv,o = I2pv,oRL, (33)

where RL is the load resistance of the PV.
The signal current output from the APD is depicted as

id = (1− μ)γPout , (34)

where γ is a constant representing the optical-to-electrical con-
version responsivity of APD. Hence, we can obtain the spectral
efficiency of data transfer as [26, Eq. (26)]

C̃ =
1

2
log

(
1 +

(id)
2e

2πn2
total

)
, (35)

where n2
total is the power of an Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) that is the sum of contributions from shot noise and
thermal noise:

n2
total = n2

shot + n2
thermal. (36)

The shot noise variance and thermal noise variance are spec-
ified as in [27, Eq. (12) and (14)]

n2
shot = 2q(id + Ibg)Bx, (37)

n2
thermal =

4KTBx

Rpd,L
, (38)

where q is the electron charge, Bx is the noise bandwidth, Ibg
is the background current, and Rpd,L is the load resistor.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we numerically analyzed the moving range,
charging power, and data transfer capability of the SMIPT
system. As in Sec III, we reduced the six degrees of freedom
to resonator cavity length, pan angle, tilt angle, and rotation
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TABLE I
PARAMETER OF RESONANT BEAM

TABLE II
PARAMETER OF ENERGY AND DATA TRANSFER

TABLE III
PARAMETER OF FOX-LI AND FFT ALGORITHM

angle. Thus, we evaluated the SMIPT performances under these
movement factors with different input power.

A. Parameters

The parameters of the gain medium are from an example of a
diode-end-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser in [21], [31]. We choose the
infrared beam with a wavelength of 1064 nm. Here we adopt a
multi-junction PV cell where the parameters are from measured
data [32]. Moreover, we specify the resonant beam parameters,
energy and data transfer parameters including parameters of PV
equivalent circuit, and FFT and Fox-Li algorithm parameters in
Table I, II, and III, respectively.

For the FFT numerical calculation, the calculation plane and
the impulse response function need to be sampled first, and the
sampling number SN is generally a power of 2. Moreover, zero-
padding is needed to avoid aliasing effects as in Fig. 8. The
computation window length 2Gr is defined as the length of zero-
padded aperture, where G is the computation window expand
factor, and r is the front face radius of CCR.

B. Moving Range of SMIPT

Before the moving range of the system is analyzed, we at
first find out the best output coupler reflectivity. The reflectivity
of the CCR at the receiver affects the output laser power of
SMIPT. Thus, as in Fig. 10, we depict the output power as a

Fig. 10. Output power as a function of output coupler reflectivity R with input
power Pin = 350W and various pan angle θ.

Fig. 11. Output power as a function of pan angle θ with input power Pin =
250W and 350 W and cavity length L = 1m, 2 m, and 3 m.

function of output coupler reflectivityRwith input powerPin =
350W under various pan angles θ. The best coupler reflectivity
is marked with stars, which are between 0.75 and 0.8. Therefore,
we choose the reflectivity R = 0.8 in the following evaluation.

We define the maximum moving angle as the largest angle
leading to non-zero output laser power. If the front face radius of
the two CCRs is 3 mm, we choose the input power Pin = 250W
and 350 W to evaluate the output power change as a function
of pan angle θ, with the cavity length L = 1m, 2 m, and 3 m,
respectively. In Fig. 11, the output power reduces as the pan
angle increases.

We found that increasing input power leads to the maximum
pan angle increasing. For example, whenL = 1m, the maximum
pan angles are 26◦ and 29◦ with input power 250 W and 350 W,
respectively. Similar trends are also shown for the cavity length
L 2 m and 3 m. Moreover, as the cavity length increases, the
maximum pan angle of SMIPT decreases. The maximum angles
are reduced to 25◦ and 23◦ when cavity length improves to 2 m
and 3 m with input power 350 W. With a 3 m cavity length and
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Fig. 12. Output power as a function of tilt angle α as the pan angle θ is 5◦
with input power Pin = 250W and 350 W and cavity length L = 1m, 2 m, and
3 m.

Fig. 13. Output power as a function of rotation angle ϕ in [0◦, 60◦] with input
power Pin = 250W and 350 W and cavity length L = 1m, 2 m, and 3 m.

250 W input power, the maximum pan angle of SMIPT system
is less than 20◦.

We also did the numerical analysis to find out the relationship
between output power with the tilt angle α of the remote CCR.
As shown in Fig. 12, the output power depicts a downtrend with
the increase of the remote CCR’s tilt angle. When the pan angle
remains 5◦, the maximum tilt angles are around 20◦ and 24◦

under 250 W and 350 W input power when the cavity length
is 1 m, respectively. Same experiments have been done at the
cavity length of 2 m and 3 m. As presented before, a larger
cavity length leads to a smaller maximum moving angle.

To find out the impacts of rotation angle ϕ on output power,
we evaluate the output power as the rotation angle increases
every 5◦ in [0◦, 60◦]. In Fig. 13, if the remote CCR rotates 5◦,
the output power reduces around 10 W. Since the edge of the
CCR cannot reflect back lights, the rotation of one of the CCR
will cause more diffraction loss. Moreover, we noticed that the
output power values are symmetric about the rotation angle 30◦.

Fig. 14. Charging power and spectral efficiency as a function of pan angle θ
when ratio μ is 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, and 0.99 with input power Pin = 350W and
cavity length L = 1m.

Fig. 15. Charging power and spectral efficiency as a function of pan angle θ
when input power Pin = 250W, 300 W, and 350 W with ratio μ = 0.99 and
cavity length L = 1m.

C. Energy-Data Transfer Performance of SMIPT

Using the parameters given in Table II, we did calculations
to evaluate the wireless charging power as well as the spectral
efficiency. Fig. 14 depicts how the charging power and spectral
efficiency vary with the pan angle for split ratio as 0.01, 0.1,
0.5, 0.9, and 0.99. The input power is 350 W and the cavity
length is 1 m. With the increase of split ratio, the charging
power enhances while the spectral efficiency reduces. Moreover,
SMIPT can realize multi-Watt wireless charging as well as up to
ten bps/Hz spectral efficiency for data transfer with room-range
mobility. To achieve more charging power, we choose the split
factor 0.99 to do more evaluation.

In Fig. 15, we present the relationship of the SMIPT perfor-
mance with the system input power. The cavity length remains
as 1 m. Then, the energy and data transfer performance and
maximum pan angle increase as the input power increases.
Moreover, a larger pan angle leads to worse performance for
both wireless charging and data transfer.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF EXISTING SLIPT SCHEMES

Fig. 16. Charging power and spectral efficiency as a function of pan angle θ
when the cavity length is L = 1m, 2 m, and 3 m with input power Pin = 350W
and ratio μ = 0.99.

Finally, we analyze the relationship of the SMIPT perfor-
mance with the cavity length, i.e., the distance between SMIPT
transmitter and receiver. In Fig. 16, the performances of both
energy and data transfer become poorer as the cavity length
increases. However, when the pan angle is below20◦, the spectral
efficiency doesn’t change much. The maximum pan angles are
around 23◦, 25◦, and 28◦ when the cavity length is 1 m, 2 m, and
3 m, with 350 W input power, respectively.

D. Summary

In summary, this numerical evaluation demonstrated that
SMIPT is capable of delivering more than 5 W charging power
and enabling 9.5 bps/Hz spectral efficiency for data transfer, with
40-degree FoV under 350 W input power and 3 m transmission
distance. Besides, we reviewed the energy/data transfer and mo-
bility performance of the related SLIPT schemes to highlight the
performance with the proposed SMIPT system. Table IV depicts
the optimal performance indicators which are satisfied simulta-
neously of the existing SLIPT systems. SMIPT has advantages in
providing high charging power, while simultaneously enabling
high spectral efficiency and a large moving range.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Moving Speed Impacts

Besides, moving speed also has impacts on SMIPT stability
and performance. SMIPT relies on RBS to form a new design of
transmission channel. The impacts of moving speed on SMIPT

performance have not been well analyzed, which is important
for application scenarios where the receivers are continuously
moving. Thus, we illustrate the fundamentals on the re-buildup
time of RBS after receivers’ moving below to provide guidelines
for future study on moving speed impact.

RBS is essentially an open-cavity laser system, of which
the pumping process can be described with the four-level rate
equation model [21, Ch. 9]. The inverted population density in
a four-level system can be depicted as [21, Eq. (9.31)]

dΔn(t)

dt
= −Δn(t)(σ21ν +A21) + [n−Δn(t)]W03, (39)

where σ21 is the stimulated emission cross section, A21 is
the spontaneous emission probability, ν is the resonance mode
frequency,W03 is the pump power, andn is the atomic density in
the gain medium. The solution to (39) as the threshold is nearly
reached is:

Δn(t) = Be−(A21+w03)t +
nW03

A21 +W03
e−(A21+W03)t

×
[
e(A21+W03)t − 1

]
.

(40)

Assume the pump start time t = 0, then B can be depicted as

B = n
(
e
− E2

KTop − e
− E1

KTop

)
, (41)

where E1 and E2 are the lower-level energy and upper-level en-
ergy of the laser gain medium, respectively; K is the Boltzmann
constant, and Top is the laser operation temperature in Kelvin.

Then, the self-oscillation condition can be expressed as

Δn(t) =
δ

σ21l
, (42)

where δ is the one-way loss factor and l is the length of the gain
medium. Substitute (40) and (41) to (42), then we can obtain the
buildup time for the RBS as

t = −

ln

⎡
⎢⎣ δ

σ21l−
nW03

A21+W03

n

(
e
− E2

KTop −e
− E1

KTop

)
− nW03

A21+W03

⎤
⎥⎦

A21 +W03
. (43)

Given the parameters for Nd:YVO 4 gain medium as fol-
lows: n = 1.37× 1020 atoms/cm 3, σ21 = 25× 10−19 cm2,
Top = 310K, A21 = 104s −1, exp (−E2/KTop) = e−10, and
exp (−E1/KTop) = e−11, we plot the buildup time of RBS as
the pan angle θ increases with the input power 250 W, 300 W,
and 350 W and cavity length 3 m. As in Fig. 17, during the
moving process of the receiver, the buildup time of the RBS, i.e.,
transmission channel in the SMIPT, is below 110μ s within the
moving range. Moreover, the buildup time decreases as the input
power grows up. Even though the transmission channel is broken
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Fig. 17. Buildup time of the RBS as a function of pan angle θ when the cavity
length is L = 3m with input power Pin = 250300, and 350 W.

during the moving, the channel can be rebuilt in around tens of
μs. If the transmission channel is not broken, the transmission
speed of the resonant beam is equal to the speed of light. Thus,
as the maximum moving speed of a human is 44 m/s [33], the
performance fluctuation can be neglected during the moving
process. Methods for maintaining the stability are worth in-depth
studying.

B. Computational Complexity Analysis

Calculating the self-reproducing field is the most time-
consuming part of obtaining the mobile transmission channel
loss and then the output laser power to analyze the system per-
formance. Thus, we evaluate here the computational complexity
and convergence of the adopted methods, i.e., Fresnel-Kirchoff’s
diffraction formula depicting one round-trip transmission and
Fox-Li method for obtaining the self-reproducing field distribu-
tion.

1) Computational Complexity of One Round-Trip Transmis-
sion: According to [24], functions in (25) should be sampled
at first. Thus, U(x, y, L), h(x, y), tσ1(x, y), and tσ2,ϕ(x, y) are
given as matrices U, H, T1, and T2, respectively. Then, the
computational load of one round-trip resonant beam transmis-
sion as in (25) comes from
� calculation and generation of T2;
� element-by-element multiplication A = U ·T2;
� an FFT process as F{A};
� calculation and generation of H;
� F{H};
� B = F{A} · F{H};
� an inverse FFT (IFFT) process as F−1{B};
� calculation and generation of T1;
� C = F−1{B} ·T1;
� F{C};
� D = F{C} · F{H};
� F−1{D};
� E = F−1{D} · {T2}.

Fig. 18. Convergence velocity of the system under various pan angles θ with
cavity length L = 1m and L = 3m.

Thus, three matrix generation operations, five element-by-
element multiplication operations, three FFT operations, and
two IFFT operations are included in the above calculation.
Given a sampling number SN (i.e., the matrix size is SN × SN ),
the computational complexity of one round-trip transmission is
expressed as

C = 3Cgen + 5Cmul + 3Cfft + 2Cifft

= 3O(S2
N ) + 5O(S2

N ) + 3O(S2
N log2 SN )

+ 2O(S2
N log2 SN )

= 8O(S2
N ) + 5O(S2

N log2 SN ).

(44)

SN is the key to the computational load and it should satisfy
SN � 4r2/λ/L [34]. More sampling points are needed for a
larger CCR’s front face size and smaller cavity length, and the
value 1024 we choose meets the above requirement.

2) Convergence of the Fox-Li Method: As illustrated in
Sec. IV-B, we use the Fox-Li method to calculate the self-
reproducing filed for evaluating the path loss, i.e., iterating (25)
multiple times until a stable field is formed. The convergence of
the Fox-Li method relying on the resonator parameters impacts
the time of the path loss calculation. Thus, we analyze the
convergence of Fox-Li here with the resonator parameters in
our settings. The convergence is examined by comparing the
normalized field distribution with the normalized one after the
last round-trip transmission (i.e., the last iteration). The error
estimated as the amount of difference between the two field
distribution after itr iterations is depicted as

Δitr = Uitr −Uitr−1. (45)

Then we use the standard deviation σe of the error to depict
the convergence velocity and the target derivation is 10−4 [35].
Fig. 18 shows the convergence velocity with 1 m and 3 m
transmission distances and various pan angles. The convergence
velocity increases with the increase of pan angle θ and cavity
length L. That’s because as θ or L increases, the Fresnel number
of the resonator which determined by size of reflector and
cavity length reduces, while larger Fresnel number makes the
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convergence of Fox-Li method worse. As in Fig. 18, in all cases
in our simulation the target convergence can be achieved within
200 round-trip operations. Moreover, accelerated methods for
obtaining self-consistent field in resonators with high Fresnel
number have emerged [35], [36], which can be deeply studied
and applied in the future work.

3) Calculation Speed: We run our simulation in MATLAB
using a personal computer with an Intel Core i5, 2.4 GHz
CPU and 8 GB RAM to investigate the speed for calculating
the self-consistent field. The execution time of one round-trip
transmission with a 1024× 1024 sampling array is around 0.3 s.
It means that we can obtain a result within 100 s. Besides,
GPU can be exploited to accelerate the FFT operation and
element-by-element multiplication operation if larger sampling
array is required due to its excellent performance in parallel
computing for matrix operations, which is worthy of further
investigation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an SMIPT approach which can
achieve energy-concentrated narrow beam transmission and
self-alignment of the mobile receiver simultaneously. We de-
picted the system design relying on the RBS and illustrated
its characteristics of high-power, safety, and mobility. We es-
tablished a geometric model of mobile transmission channel
to reveal the mobility mechanism and an analytical model of
mobile energy and information transfer to quantitatively eval-
uate the SMIPT performance (moving range, charging power,
and spectral efficiency). The numerical analysis highlighted the
superior performance of SMIPT, which showed its advantage
in providing high charging power over large moving range
compared with the existing SLIPT benchmarks. Moreover, we
discussed the re-buildup time of transmission channel after
receiver’s moving to provide fundamentals for study on moving
speed impacts. SMIPT is a practical solution for realizing mobile
energy supply and data transfer.

Several interesting topics are worthy of investigation in the
future: 1) method for maintaining SMIPT stability impacted
by moving speed; 2) design and analysis for the long distance,
e.g., hundreds-of-meters, transfer and multiple receivers; and, 3)
methods of dealing with non-line-of-sight (NLOS), e.g. adopting
intelligent reflecting surface (IRS).
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